Depthography- Pioneers In The Art Of 2D, 3D, 4D Lenticulars & Anaglyph Imaging

State Of The Art Manufacturer for over 21 years: producers of high quality lenticulars (no glasses), 3D anaglyphs (for use with 3D glasses), stereo pairs, etc. We produce 2D into 3D, 2D into 4D, 2 phase, and Animating Images. Custom projects and art installations are available.

We are located in NYC visit us on line at www.depthography.com. Contact us at 1-718-824-1052, or by email at info@depthography.com

We can work with you in conjunction with our state of the art graphics capabilities, to make your lenticular or anaglyph stand out with maximum visual impact. From point of purchase signs, panels, posters, murals, print materials, prototypes & web ready on line 3D & 4D artworks. See your posters animate, logos & imagery stand out in 3D with or without glasses, & maximize your advertising space where one image flips to another. Artists, see your work realized in 3D, animate or 2 phase flip on a lenticular print or anaglyph. We can also combine effects for 4D (dimensional plus animation). We can fully dimensionalize your flat artwork to include complex curves & deliver to you our best results in a timely manor for all of your projects needs. We can also provide web site & graphics services as well as high quality flat prints.

Depthography has perfected the art of producing lenticular images.

Lenticular imaging is a full color photographic method that shows exciting animating 2D, 3D, & 4D with no need for specific lighting, etc. A photo captures an instant, a movie depicts an episode, Depthography’s images combine aspects of both. A visual concept can be captured, isolated, emphasized & replayed to the viewer’s pleasure by an interactive gesture. Objects can appear behind, & project in front of the picture. The dramatic perception of depth makes you want to touch the picture to prove it is not on a flat surface.

Manufacturing What We Sell

Advantages of purchasing lenticular images from Depthography (or barrier-strip images for some rear lit applications) is our all-purpose manufacturing capabilities. We offer a level of expertise that comes with our 23 years of experience manufacturing lenticular images. We do complete in house production, in coordination with our state of the art lenticular graphics department. This assures you of several important benefits:

- Top Notch Quality
- Excellence In Quality Control
- An Innovative Approach
- Innovative Versatility
- Fast Turnaround of Orders
- Responsive Customer Service
- Cost Effective Prices

Sizes For Large Scale Lenticulars & Murals

Depthography is currently manufacturing lenticulars as large as 48” X 8’. We also offer tiling for custom lenticular murals.

Lenticular Imaging Effects

2D into 3D - By choosing our pioneering 2D into 3D translation, any photograph or flat artwork can be transformed into a fully curved three-dimensional lenticular image. Have your work transformed by the originators of this lenticular imaging technology with Depthography.

Flip - You can have the simple yet elegant 2, 3, or 4 phase flip lenticular image.

Animating - Also available is the multi-phase lenticular consisting of up to several seconds of continuous action in one lenticular image. Depthography was the first to achieve this technique.

3D - We can create a custom 3D image for you.

4D - Combining the effects of 3D and motion, we can create a custom 4D lenticular image.

File Preparation For Lenticular

We can create a lenticular sequence for you combining custom photography, design & graphics. We can also transform existing motion picture film, stock footage, live models, objects, computer art, photography and/or scanned images.

Your computer generated image files can be supplied "camera ready", or used as original source material for 3D or 2D animated images.

Conceptualizing For Lenticular

Our imaging techniques complement & dramatize for art installations, POP applications, trade show & window displays, corporate art pieces, high end collectible product lines such as framed art pieces, invites, books, cd & record covers, business cards, product labels, security purposes, etc..

Discussing your project

When you call us, we can discuss the project, general concept & various options to ensure the best possible result for lenticular translation. Design ideas can be provided to assist in utilizing the full capabilities of the various processes. Please call us directly at 1-718-824-1052 for a custom quote, or e-mail your requirements to us at info@depthography.com.

Http://www.depthography.com
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